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Abstract--The paper contains a translation of the Russian note [i] together with several remarks 
on more recent investigations of the same generator. 

In [1], a pseudo-random number generator proposed in [2] was tested with a set of tests different 
from those applied in [2]. It turned out that initial values for the generator should not be chosen at 
random. Good initial values were found. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

K e y w o r d s - - R a n d o m  numbers, Pseudo-random numbers, Monte Carlo methods, Randomness 
tests, Multiple criteria decision making. 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

By definition, standard random numbers are independent realization values of the random variable 
q, that  is uniformly distributed in the interval 0 < x < 1. Such numbers are necessary for 
computer modelling of all kinds of random variables, processes, and fields; they are widely used 
in Monte Carlo methods, for modelling particle t ransport  and molecular dynamics problems, 
etc. Simulation of arbi t rary events depending on random factors is impossible without random 
numbers. 

However, the random variable 7 is an ideal mathematical abstraction; there are no '%rue" 
variables 7 in reality (for more details, see [3]). Therefore, as a rule, in computers pseudo-random 
numbers (sometimes--quasi-random [4]) are used. 

We call numbers 71,'Y2,... pseudo-random if they are computed from a prescribed formula 
(so that  they are not random) but  satisfy different requirements as if they were true random 
numbers. In practice, a set of statistical tests is used for verifying these requirements. 

The most popular algorithm for generating pseudo-random numbers was suggested by Lehmer 
in 1949. It is called the congruential method (sometimes, the residue or multiplicative method). 

The method relies on a sequence of integers ml ,  m2 , . . ,  that  are computed by one formula 

mi =-= gmi_ 1 (mod M),  (1) 

where the initial number too, the multiplier g, and the modulus M are prescribed integers. As 
pseudo-random numbers, the fractions 7i = m i / M  are used. 

The sequence (1) is periodic and evidently its period cannot exceed M. Therefore, as a rule, 
very large moduli are selected. There are many theoretical investigations of the sequence (1) 
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(cf. [5,6]), however, usually the full period is considered, though in practical problems only 
relatively small sections of the period are used. No wonder that  despite of all these investigations, 
final decisions on applicability of one or another sequence were derived from statistical testing. 
It was not an easy task to find triplets (m0, g, M) that  produce acceptable sequences (1). 

For example, in computations on the Rus.sian computer BESM-6, for more than 20 years 
a sequence beginning with m0 -- 1 while M = 240 and g - 517 has been used. Its period 
2 as ~ 2.75 x 1011 exceeds today's computational requirements. Computing the residue modulo 
240 is very easy because BESM-6 operates with 40-bit numbers: one has to carry out a double 
precision multiplication gmi-1  and to use the low-order digits of the product. 

However, ordinary congruential generators are not suitable for computers with short words: on 
one hand, turning to small M, the length of the period reduces catastrophically. On the other 
hand, if a long word generator is implemented "by parts", the generation is slow. 

Built-in random number generators should not be trusted if their testing results are not avail- 
able: the case of the RANDU generator that  was widely advertised and nevertheless turned out 
to be unsatisfactory [7] shows how risky is such a lightminded approach. 

2. T H E  A L G O R I T H M  U N D E R  I N V E S T I G A T I O N  

In [2], an original method to overcome the above-mentioned difficulties was proposed. It is 
well known [5], that  if M is a prime number, then g can be chosen so that  the period of (1) is 
M - 1 for all possible choices of m0. The idea was to compute in parallel three very short word 
generators 

mi = 171mi_ 1 (mod 30269), 

rn~ = 172m~_l(mod 30307), 

" 170m~'_ 1 (mod 30323), m i : 

m 0 -  given, 

m ~ -  given, 

m ~ -  given, 

and to use as pseudo-random numbers the fractional parts 

?T~ i m~ , m;,  

a0--d  + + a0--O-  j .  (2) 

Since all the three moduli are primes, the length of the period of the sequence (2) will be equal 
to the least common multiple of the three periods 

1.c.m.(30268, 30306, 30322) ,~ 6.9 x 1012, 

see Remark 7.1. 
According to [8], addition of random numbers modulo 1 makes their distribution more uniform, 

so one may suggest that  the distribution of the numbers (2) will be quite good. 
The authors of [2] transformed the computation algorithm so that  its realization would include 

short operations only. The transformation is based on decompositions of the moduli: 30269 = 
177 • 171 + 2, 30307 = 176 • 172 + 35, 3{)323 = 178 • 170 + 63. The full program is given in 
Section 6 below. It is suitable for any computer whose integer arithmetic uses words of 16 or 
more bits, for example, it can be used in IBM PC-XT or AT. Of course, for all such computers, 
the pseudo-random numbers (2) will be the same. 

In a recent paper [9], it was proved that  this algorithm is equivalent to a certain congruential 
algorithm (1) with very large M and g; see, also [10,11]. 

The main advantages of this generator are clear: a brief program, simple computations, a huge 
period. However, with several assertions in [2], we disagree. 

First, we think that  the set of tests used in [2] is eclectic and weak. Second, the recommendation 
to select initial values (m0, m~, mg) at random is doubtful. Indeed, when we fix different initial 
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values, we begin with different sections of the same huge period. If we assume that  the numbers 7, 
are uniformly distributed over the whole period, then among the large number of relatively short 
sections, there must be sufficiently bad ones. They  can be tolerated when the whole period 
is considered but  they should not be used as independent sets of pseudo-random numbers (see 
Remark 7.2). 

3. T H E  SET OF T E S T S  

Our set of tests is a particular case of the set discussed in [3, p. 276] and is related to the 
deterministic interpretation of goodness-of-fit tests. 

In fact, k-dimensional random points with independent Cartesian coordinates 

(71,'' ', ')'k), (Tk+1,''',')'2k), (72k+l,' ' ' , ') '3k),' ' '  

are uniformly distributed in the k-dimensional unit cube at any k. This property is necessary 
and sufficient for a successful implementation of Monte Carlo algorithms with constructive di- 
mension k. Therefore, we have decided to test the uniformity of distribution of the corresponding 
pseudo-random points for k = 1, 2, 3,4; the run test was the fifth one; and in all tests a stan- 
dard X 2 criterion was applied. 

For modelling different problems, different quantities of pseudo-random numbers 7 1 , . . . ,  7N 
are necessary. Therefore, we have tested various initial sections of a sequence with lengths 
N = 600 x 2 a and s = 0, 1 , . . . ,  11. For several initial values, the test were continued at s : 12, 13, 
and for the best sequence that  we have found--a t  s = 14. Our criterion is the worst value of X 2 
obtained for all considered sections. 

Our set of tests would be more stringent if the X 2 were computed for several partitions of 
each cube but  we never did it. From the formulae below, one can see that  each X~v is a sum of 
squared deviations of experimental frequencies from their expectations (in the fifth test, the sum 
is weighted). The  smaller is X~v the better  is the agreement of empirical values with theoretical 
ones. 

The limit distribution 

lim P ~X~v < t} = k r - l ( x )  dx 
N . . - * o o  " 

depends only on the number r of regions in the parti t ion (here k,n(x) is the probability density X 2 
with m degrees of freedom). Statistical tables contain solutions X 2 = x2(m, P)  of equations 

x~° k,n(x)dx = P, 0 < P < 1, 

tha t  are called quantiles. Large values X 2 correspond to small values of P.  Too small values of P 
indicate tha t  the experimental da ta  contradict our uniformity hypothesis. 

TEST 1. The distribution of the one-dimensional points 71,. .  •, 7N in the interval 0 < x < 1 is 
tested. This interval is divided into 16 equal intervals. We compute 

---- tJ~-- , 

where v~ is the number of points that fall in the interval ({ - i)/16 <_ z <//16. The criterion is 

• 1 = max,  X2N with N = 600 x 2". 

TEST 2. The distribution of two-dimensional points (71,Tu),(Ta,T4), . . . ,  (72N-1,72N) in the 
square 0 < x, y < 1 is tested. This square is divided into 82 = 64 equal squares. We com- 
pute 

64 ~ (u,  j N 2 
- ' 

~.,j=l 
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where uij is the number  of points tha t  fall in the square (i - 1)/8 < x < i /8 ,  0 - 1)/8 < y < j / 8 .  
The criterion is ¢2 = max~ X~v with N = 300 x 28. 

TEST 3. The distribution of three-dimensional points (71,72, 73), (74, 75, 76),. • •, (7SN- 2, 7SN- 1, 
7SN) in the cube 0 < x, y, z < 1 is tested. This cube is divided into 53 = 125 equal cubes. We 

compute 

N v~j~ - 1-~  ' 
i,j,k=l 

where uijk is the number  of points tha t  fall in the cube (i - 1)/5 < z < i /5 ,  U - 1)/5 _< y < j / 5 ,  
(k - 1)/5 _< z < k / 5 .  The criterion is ¢3 = max8 X~v with N = 200 x 2 s. 

TEST 4. The distribution of four-dimensional points (71,72,7s, 74), (3% 76, 77, 78 ) , . . . ,  ('Y4N-3, 
74N-2, 74N-1,74N) in the hypercube 0 < x, y, z, u < 1 is tested. This hypercube is divided into 
44 = 256 equal hypercubes. We compute 

2564( N) 2 
: Z ' 

i,j,k,l=l 

where uijk~ is the number  of points tha t  fall in the hypercube (i - 1)/4 < x < i /4 ,  ( j  - 1)/4 _< y < 
j / 4 ,  (k  - 1)/4 _< z < k /4 ,  (1 - 1)/4 < u < l /4 .  The criterion is ¢4 = maxs X~v with N = 150 × 2 s. 

TEST 5. The  number of runs in the sequence of the first decimals of 71, ~ '2,- . . ,  7N is tested. We 

compute 
4 (Tt~ - -  7tp~) 2 

i----1 n p i  n ~  5 ' 

where ni is the number of runs with length i, n~- - the  number of runs with lengths _> 5 and 
n = nl  + n2 + n3 + n4 + n~ means the total  number of runs. The probabilities are p~ --- 9 x 10 -~ 
for 1 < i <c 4, p~ -- 10 -4. The  fifth criterion is Cs -- max8 X~v with N = 600 x 2 s. 

Table 1 contains the X 2 quantiles for these tests. 

Table I. X 2 quantiles. 

Test Number 1 2 3 4 5 

P = 0.10 22.3 77.7 145 284 7.78 

P = 0.05 25.0 82.5 151 293 9.49 

P -- 0.01 30.6 92.0 163 310 13.28 

P --= 0.001 37.7 103.4 178 330 18.47 

4. C H O I C E  OF INITIAL VALUES 

The recommendat ion in [2] was to select initial values (m0, ' "" m 0, m 0) at random. 
tested 36 sequences (2) with arbi t rary initial values 

We have 

(3, 1, 2), (5, 11, 17), (1,2, 3), (5, 19, 31), . . . .  

And we have found 17 sequences with at least one criterion exceeding the 1% significance level. 
Among these 17 were four '~,ery bad" sequences: one of the criteria exceeded the 0.1% level (and 

there were two more criteria exceeding the 10% level in each of these very bad cases). 
Curiously, the initial triplet (11,5,17) is one of the four worst, while (5,11,17) and (5,17,11) are 

among the best. Clearly, one should not select initial values randomly. 
The search for good initial values was carried out with the aid of Tables of Trials that are 

used for constructing sets of admissible points in multicriterial problems [12] (see, also [13]). We 
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Table 2. Criteria v-Mues (first seven trials). 

37 

No. 

1 3 1 2 

2 5 i i  17 

3 1 2 3 

4 5 19 31 

5 2 3 1 

6 37 23 41 

7 17 5 11 

mo ~rn~ rft~ ¢1 ¢2 ¢3 ¢4 ¢5 

20.3 78.3 151 321 7.31 
20.9 76.3 133 264 6.45 
20.7 77.6 158 289 5.36 
21.3 79.6 139 285 7.21 
18.9 79.9 148 293 13.90 
21.3 73.8 143 342 5.04 
20.4 74.9 127 274 10.60 

Table 3. Tables of trials (for first seven trials). 

No. ¢I No. No. ¢3 No. ¢4 No. ¢5 

5 18.9 
1 20.3 
7 20.4 
3 20.7 
2 20.9 
4 21.3 
6 21.3 

¢2 

73.8 7 127 
74.9 2 133 
76.3 4 139 
77.6 6 143 
7 8 . 3  5 148 
79.6 I 1 150 
79.9 i 3 158 

I 

2 264 
7 274 
4 285 

3 289 
5 293 
1 321 
6 342 

6 5.04 
3 5.36 
2 6.45 
4 7.21 
1 7.31 
7 10.6 
5 13.9 

shall explain this technique through the analysis of the first seven trims whose criteria values are 
shown in Table 2. 

From the da ta  of Table 2, tables of trials are compiled tha t  contain ordered values of each 
criterion. All five tables of trials are given in Table 3. 

After checking the  results of the tables (one by one, in arbi t rary order), a decision can be made 
which criteria values should be considered as acceptable. 

In our problem, we have decided tha t  X 2 values exceeding 10% levels (cf. Table 1) are unde- 
sirable and selected criterial constraint values @~* = 22.3, @~* = 77.7, ¢~* = 145, ¢~* = 284, 

¢~* = 7.78. In Table 3, the acceptable values Ck tha t  satisfy Ck ----- ¢~* are separated from 
undesirable ones by horizontal bars. Clearly, there is only one trial (No. 2) tha t  is completely 
acceptable: Ck <-- ¢~* at  all 1 < k < 5. 

Similarly, when all 36 trials were studied, the best initial triplet was again (5,11,17). 

5. C O N T I N U I N G  T H E  T E S T S  

For the sequence (2) generated by the best triplet (5,11,17), the tests were continued up to 
s -- 14. There  was only one value exceeding the 10% level: ¢4 at s -- 13 which corresponds to 
P -- 0.08. So, the largest initial section of our sequence tha t  was tested contains 600 x 214-- that  

is almost 10 million numbers. 
In Figure 1, all the probabilities P(X2N) for this sequence are shown. The dashed line corre- 

sponds to the "critical" level P = 0.10. 
For several initial triplets of the remaining 35, the tests were continued up to s -- 13. We have 

found tha t  the tr iplet  (5,17,11) is as good as the "best" one (5,11,17). Two more good triplets 
initiating sequences having only two large criteria values tha t  exceed the 10% level but  are below 

the 5% level were found: (5,19,31) and (7,11,13). 
We have already mentioned tha t  the sequence generated by (11,5,17) is one of the worst. In 

Figure 2 for this sequence, the values p(X2N) for ¢3 are plotted. One can compare Figure 2 with 
the third graph in Figure 1. 

We have computed  the quantities of sequences with one or another  criterion exceeding a pre- 
scribed level. The  numbers of sequences with P < 0.10 and the numbers of sequences with 
P < 0.01 for each one of the five criteria were approximately equal. 
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Figure 1. Probabilities P(X~v). All five tests for the "best" sequence. 

6. P R O G R A M  

C 

C 

C 

FUNCTION RANDOM() 

RETURNS A PSEUDO-I%ANDOM NUMBER 

UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED BETWEEN 0 AND 1 

SET IX=5, IY=11, IZ-17 BEFORE FIRST ENTRY 
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Figure2. Probabiliti~ P(X~). Thethirdt~t ~ra"bad"sequence. 

C INTEGER ARITHMETIC TO 30323 REQUIRED 

COMMON/RAND/IX,IY,IZ 

IX=171*MOD(IX,177)- 2.(IX/177) 

IY=172*MOD(IY,176)-35*(IY/176) 

IZ=ITO*MOD(IZ,178)-63*(IZ/178) 

IF(IX.LT.O) IX=IX+30269 

IF(IY.LT.O) IY=IY+30307 

IF(IZ.LT.O) IZ=IZ+30323 

~NDOM=MOD(IX/30269.+IY/30307.+IZ/30323.,1.) 

RETURN 

END 

7. REMARKS 

After our note [1] appeared, we read several papers [10,11,14,15] which were relative to the 
generator proposed in [2]. We feel that  several brief remarks should be made concerning these 
papers. 

REMARK 7.1. The period estimate in [1] repeated the error of [2]. The correct estimate is 
from [14]. 

REMARK 7.2. In [11], the authors conclude that  "perhaps this generator should not be recom- 
mended too strongly for serious applications". 

On one hand, our experience supports this conclusion because unreliable initial sections are 
encountered quite often when the entries m0, rn~, mg are chosen at random. 

On the other hand, when the initial values are fixed, the sequence (2) may be rather good. In 
fact, there are many quite different serious Monte Carlo problems that  were successfully computed 
with the aid of pseudo-random numbers (2) initiated by m0 = 5, rn~ = 11, rn~ = 17. 

REMARK 7.3. In [15], the author shows that  if fractional parts are computed with less precision, 
isolated zero values ~h = 0 may be produced due to roundings. 

That  is the case of PRIME-400 where only 23 bits (out of 31) are used for the representation of 
the fractional part. For PRIME-400, the probability of a zero value is 3.6 × 10 -7, and numerical 
experiments agree with this estimate. 
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